
ABSTRACT SUBMISSION GUIDELINES 

Conference Dates: October 8-10, 2023 

Hilton Garden Inn Downtown 

Sioux Falls, SD 

Complete and submit your abstract and the Information Form by May 31, 2023, to Dr. Andy Carswell, the
proceedings editor at carswell@uga.edu.  

Conference Theme: Housing for Everyone 

Housing is available in a variety of forms and we often think of housing as a single-family detached dwelling.  

Many U.S. residents do not live in single-family detached dwellings; they live in apartments, townhomes, 

condominiums; others live in shelters due to financial difficulties and/or domestic violence.  Others seek shelter 

in hotels and hostels.  Proposals on housing, in all of its forms, are welcome at this conference. 

Abstract is limited to 500 words. 

Abstracts related to the conference theme are encouraged; however, you may submit an abstract on any topic of 

interest to housing professionals. Your abstract should align with one of the following areas of presentation. 

• Instructional Strategies and Programming Ideas. Entries may include materials developed for

teaching or Extension outreach; evaluation tools and procedures; educational methods; and other

topics appropriate for sharing.

• Research.  Submissions should state the following: rationale or purpose of the research, research

objectives, methodology, procedures, results, conclusions, and implications.

• Issues and Policy. Abstracts may include any relevant concern to housing professionals regarding

policy and issues both within the field, and those impacting the field.

Submissions must conform to the following guidelines: 

● Margins of one inch all around, 8.5 x 11-inch paper.

● 12-point Times Roman font size.

● At the top of the submission, center the title in upper case letters.

● Below the title, place the name of each author, followed by a comma, and their affiliation. Do not

include the words “by” or “and” with the authors’ names. (Names and affiliations will be removed prior

to distributing the abstract for review.)

● Place any sponsorship of research, acknowledgments, etc., at the end of the abstract as unnumbered

footnotes. (This information will be removed before distributing to reviewers.)

● Double-space the body of the abstract.

● Indent the first line of each paragraph by five spaces.

● Avoid use of identifiers in the abstract (such as cities) that could identify the author(s).

● Abstract should not exceed 500 words

● Do not use headers or footers

Deadline – May 31, 2023 

Submit an electronic copy of your Abstract and the Abstract Information Sheet to Dr. Andy 

Carswell (carswell@uga.edu). Reviews will be completed, and notification sent by June 30, 2023. 

Questions? Contact Dr. Carswell (carswell@uga.edu). 
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